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Abstract
The variation of streamwise and spanwise characteristic wavelengths of a NACA 0018 laminar separation bubble under natural and
periodic excitation conditions is investigated experimentally. Periodic forcing is applied with an AC-DBD plasma actuator, and the
response of the bubble is characterised in two orthogonal planes by means of time-resolved particle image velocimetry. Periodic
excitation results in substantial time-averaged size reduction of the bubble. Linear stability analysis is used to establish that the most
notable flow deformation is achieved when excitation is applied at the most unstable frequency, which does not significantly vary
(< 4%) for the range of excitation parameters investigated. At excitation frequencies well below the unstable frequency band, the
shear layer does not lock to the excitation and is, instead, modulated. Lock-in is achieved at higher forcing frequencies, which are
within the unstable band. For the case of modulated shedding, spanwise deformations become more significant than in the natural
case; whereas when shedding becomes locked to the excitation frequency, the coherence of the rollers along the span increases.
Characteristic streamwise and spanwise wavelengths are statistically quantified by means of spatial wavelet analysis, demonstrating
that spanwise deformations attain wider range of wavelengths than the respective streamwise rollers. Analysis of these results
suggests that spanwise deformation is associated to both the incoming boundary layer and shear layer stability characteristics.
Keywords: Laminar separation bubble, linear stability theory, PIV, POD
1. Introduction
A Laminar Separation Bubble (LSB) develops if a laminar
boundary layer is subjected to a sufficiently strong adverse pres-
sure gradient [1]. This causes separation, with subsequent lami-
nar to turbulent transition of the shear layer. Increased mixing
of the separated shear layer results in time-averaged reattach-
ment, thus forming a closed recirculation region, namely the
LSB [e.g. 2, 3, 4]. This phenomenon is common on the suction
side of airfoils at low Reynolds numbers based on chord length
(Rec . 500,000). It is relevant for a variety of industrial appli-
cations spanning from unmanned aerial vehicles to gliders and
wind turbine blades. Since an LSB is inherently unstable, it can
lead to unwanted dynamic effects such as abrupt stall and noise
production. Consequently, detailed description of the dynamics
of LSBs is essential in order to effectively control them and has
been a topic of extensive studies [e.g. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
It has been established that transition in the separated
shear layer is governed by convective amplification of Kelvin-
Helmholtz disturbances [10, 11]. Once the velocity fluctuations
are amplified sufficiently (u/U0 ≈ 10% [12]), shear layer roll-up
takes place and vortices are shed in the aft portion of the bubble.
These structures undergo relatively rapid spanwise deformations
and break down to smaller scales in the vicinity of the mean
reattachment location [11]. Kurelek et al. [13] link the localised
vortex breakdown and the subsequent transition to turbulence
to the spanwise deformation of the vortex filaments. Marxen
et al. [11] suggest that several instability mechanisms acting
individually or in combination may be responsible for the vortex
breakdown, including elliptic instability of the spanwise rollers
and hyperbolic instability of the streamwise filaments connect-
ing the main vortices. Several studies also suggest that the later
stages of transition in the separation bubble are related to the
development of natural perturbations in the attached boundary
layer upstream of separation [e.g. 7, 14]. In applications with
relatively high free stream turbulence intensity, e.g. in turboma-
chinery [15, 16], strong streamwise streaks form in the boundary
layer, significantly perturbing the development of the shear layer
in the separation bubble and thereby affecting the transition pro-
cess [17, 18]. Rao et al. [18] also show that similar streaks can
be produced due to localised roughness. Michelis et al. [19] pos-
tulate that, in general, the initial spanwise deformation in shear
layer rollers, developing in LSBs, can be conditioned by a super-
position of fundamental normal and oblique instability modes
in the incoming laminar boundary layer. In a simplified model,
they demonstrate that spanwise coherence and deformation of
spanwise structures is affected, by the relative magnitudes of
these archetypal modes.
A number of previous investigations considered flow control
aimed at reducing the size of the separation region by means
of periodic forcing. Examples of different types of forcing em-
ployed include external acoustic excitation [6], synthetic jets
[15], surface actuation [20], and plasma actuators [21]. In addi-
tion, a number of studies focused on stability of LSBs, utilised
either periodic [22, 23] or impulsive [1, 4] forcing. The general
consensus is that forcing at the most amplified frequency in the
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unforced bubble leads to the most significant diminishing of the
bubble for a given excitation amplitude [23], although the most
unstable frequency decreases moderately as the bubble size is
reduced [21]. Notwithstanding the strong three-dimensionality
of the bubble, especially in the roll-up and reattachment re-
gion, the majority of the available experimental investigations
involve two-dimensional description of the bubble topology in
the streamwise, wall-normal plane. The details of the spatio-
temporal flow development in LSBs along the spanwise direction
has been considered only in a limited number of studies [e.g.
24, 25, 19], therefore, the effect of controlled perturbations on
both the streamwise and spanwise features of flow development
and transition merits further investigation.
This work focuses on streamwise and spanwise characterisa-
tion of an LSB under natural and forced conditions. Periodic
forcing of the LSB by means of a Dielectric Barrier Discharge
(DBD) plasma actuator is applied in order to assess the effect
of forced perturbations on the bubble dynamics. The distur-
bance is introduced locally, upstream of mean separation and in
a two-dimensional manner. Emphasis is placed on the combined
quantitative description of the streamwise and spanwise flow
development, particularly the formation and evolution of co-
herent structures for which strong three-dimensional effects are
expected in the aft portion of the bubble [11]. To enable such de-
scription, the resulting spatial and temporal response of the flow-
field is captured with streamwise- and spanwise-oriented time-
resolved, two-component, Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
measurements.
2. Experimental setup
Experiments are carried out in a closed-loop wind tunnel with
square cross-section of 610mm×610mm. A NACA 0018 airfoil
of 200mm chord and 610mm span is inserted in the test section
(figure 1). The airfoil is set at a geometric and aerodynamic
angle of attack of 4◦ while the pressure side boundary layer is
tripped by means of a three-dimensional roughness strip. This
is done in order to avoid laminar separation and consequently
unsteady effects as well as trailing edge tonal noise emission
[26]. The freestream velocity is set to U0 = 9.2m/s resulting in a
Reynolds number based on the chord of Rec = 126,000. At this
speed, the freestream turbulence intensity is approximately 0.1%
within a frequency range of 0Hz to 10kHz. For the selected
conditions, a laminar separation bubble forms on the suction
side, with mean separation and reattachment points at x/c≈ 0.35
and 0.53, respectively.
The laminar boundary layer is perturbed by means of an Alter-
nating Current Dielectric Barrier Discharge (AC-DBD) plasma
actuator [27, 28, 29], positioned along the span of the airfoil. It
consists of two asymmetrically placed self-adhesive copper elec-
trodes separated by a Kapton R© dielectric layer. The electrodes
are 10mm wide in the streamwise direction, 30µm thick and
300mm long in the spanwise direction, while the dielectric bar-
rier is 120µm thick. Preliminary surface pressure measurements
indicated negligible influence of the actuator protuberance on
the position or dynamics of the LSB. The discharge gap is lo-
cated at x/c = 0.3, upstream of the separation point. The forcing
DBD
FOV
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laser
laser
Figure 1: Experimental arrangement. The green dashed vertical lines denote the
streamwise extent of the spanwise field of view (FOV).
Table 1: PIV parameters for the two measurement planes.
Parameter x− y plane x− z plane
Magnification factor 0.32 0.36
Field of view [pixels] 473×161 247×247
Field of view [mm2] 65×22 56×56
Sampling rate [Hz] 2000 2000
Frame separation [µs] 40 60
Freestream displacement [pixels] 13 10
Number of samples 5457 2728
Vector pitch [mm] 0.14 0.23
signal is comprised of repetitive short pulses that are constructed
by modulating a 3.5kVpp and 5kHz sinusoidal carrier signal
with a square signal of selected frequency. The modulation duty
cycle is adjusted with respect to the required pulse excitation
frequency ( f +e = fec/U0) to maintain a pulse width of 1ms.
Time-resolved Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measure-
ments are carried out by employing two Photron SA4 high-speed
cameras with 200mm Nikkor macro lenses, set at to aperture
of f /5.6. Illumination is performed by a Photonics DM20-527
Nd:YLF laser, whose beam is transformed to an approximately
1.5mm thick light sheet. Flow seeding is provided by a fog
generator that uses water-glycol mixture, delivering droplets of
1µm in diameter.
The velocity measurements are performed in two fields of
view, as shown in figure 1. The first lies in the x− y plane, at
the airfoil midspan and is constructed by overlapping the field
of view of two cameras, obtaining a combined field of view
of 65mm× 22mm. The second view lies in the x− z plane,
parallel to and at a distance of d = 21mm from the airfoil chord.
Here, images are recorded with a single camera, capturing a
field of view of 56mm×56mm. In both cases, particle images
are acquired in double frame mode at an acquisition frequency
of 2kHz. The acquired image pairs are then processed with
LaVision Davis 8.2 software, using a multi-step interrogation
algorithm [30] with an initial window size of 48×48 pixels and
a final size of 16× 16 pixels with 75% overlap. As a result,
vector fields of 473× 161 and 247× 247 vectors are obtained
for side and top views, respectively. Table 1 summarises the PIV
parameters for both measurement planes.
The results are presented on a surface-attached coordinate
system (figure 1). The x coordinate runs tangent to the airfoil
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Figure 2: First column: mean streamwise velocity, second column: standard deviation of streamwise velocity. Solid and dashed lines correspond to the dividing
streamline and displacement thickness, respectively. The triangle and circle correspond to the mean reattachment and maximum mean bubble height, respectively. The
arrows indicate the midpoint between the maximum bubble height location and the linearly extrapolated mean separation point.
surface with an origin at the leading edge. In turn, the y coordi-
nate is locally normal to and measured from the airfoil surface.
The required scaling and geometric transformation of the vector
fields (dewarping) is applied to all instantaneous realisations of
the measurements in the x− y plane. For the x− z plane mea-
surements, no dewarping is applied. The z coordinate is running
parallel to the airfoil leading edge, with an origin at the midspan
of the model. Finally, lengths are scaled with the airfoil chord
and velocities with the free stream velocity.
3. Results
3.1. Steady state features on the x− y plane
Figure 2 illustrates the effect of repetitive harmonic excita-
tion on the time-averaged velocity field at several frequencies.
Dashed lines in the figures represent the boundary layer displace-
ment thickness, δ ∗, while solid black lines mark the dividing
streamline, which outlines the location of the separation bubble.
The mean velocity contours for the baseline case demonstrate
that periodic excitation reduces both the length and maximum
height of the separation bubble, with the maximum reduction
achieved at f +e = 10.9. This is attributed primarily to the up-
stream motion of the mean reattachment location. The standard
deviation contours demonstrate that the reduction in the length
of the bubble is accomplished due to an earlier onset of velocity
fluctuations in the separated shear layer. The observed trends
in the mean bubble topology are similar to those reported for a
NACA 0012 airfoil subjected to controlled harmonic perturba-
tions in Yarusevych and Kotsonis [23].
To better visualise the mean flow deformation caused by forc-
ing and its effect on the separating boundary layer, the displace-
ment thickness, δ ∗ and the shape factor, H, for representative
cases are provided in figure 3. Evidently, the increase of forcing
frequency causes a reduction of bubble size, though little differ-
ences are observed between f +e = 6.5 and f
+
e = 10.9. Nonethe-
less, the overall reduction of δ ∗ for increasing forcing frequency
(figure 3a) is expected to affect the growth of disturbances in the
separated shear layer. This is further discussed in section 3.3.
In turn, H exhibits elevated values up to the mean maximum
height (figure 3b), a behaviour typical for boundary layers under
adverse pressure gradient. The value of the shape factor drops
to H = 1.7 downstream reattachment, representative of a turbu-
lent boundary layer. Note that there is no correspondence to a
fully developed turbulent profile (log-law) as relaxation requires
several bubble lengths [31].
3.2. Spatio-temporal characteristics on the x− y plane
The main focus of the present study is on the changes in
bubble dynamics produced by the excitation. To illustrate the
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Figure 3: (a) Displacement thickness, δ ∗, and (b) shape factor H for represen-
tative forcing cases. Circles and triangles indicate the location of the mean
maximum height and mean reattachment, respectively.
unsteady flow development in the separation bubble, figure 4
presents instantaneous snapshots of spanwise vorticity contours
for the baseline case and selected forcing frequencies. Addi-
tional insight into the illustrated flow dynamics can be gained
through the corresponding video sequences available as supple-
mentary material. For the baseline flow, shedding of shear layer
vortices is observed in the aft portion of the separation bubble.
The shear layer roll-up occurs in the vicinity of the streamwise
location of the maximum bubble height, highlighting the key
role played by the resulting large scale structures in the subse-
quent mean flow reattachment. The approximate streamwise
wavelength of the shed vortices, scaled with the displacement
thickness at separation (δ ∗s = 0.63mm), is λx/δ
∗
s ≈ 15.92, which
is subject to the natural cycle-to-cycle variations. This is in rea-
sonable agreement with the observations in other studies with
similar Reynolds numbers and displacement thickness at separa-
tion [e.g. 23, 16]. Note that occasional, non-periodic merging of
these structures can take place.
When the plasma excitation is applied, the shear layer roll-up
occurs earlier upstream, with changes in roll-up location correlat-
ing with those in the position of maximum bubble height relative
to that for the baseline case (figure 2). The dynamics within the
aft portion of the laminar separation bubble are governed by the
shedding of shear layer vortices. Strikingly, despite notable ef-
fect produced by the excitation on the mean bubble topology and
the substantial differences in the excitation frequencies, the av-
erage streamwise wavelength of the shear layer rollers does not
change significantly (figure 4), which is confirmed quantitatively
in section 3.6. The small variation of streamwise wavelength is
due to the fact that vortex shedding does not lock onto the exci-
tation frequency for all the cases considered, which is examined
in detail in the following sections. Instead, excitation at lower
frequencies is found to cause frequency modulation of the shear
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Figure 4: Instantaneous fields of spanwise vorticity in the x− y plane at selected
excitation frequencies. Solid lines correspond to the mean dividing streamline.
In addition, superimposed contours of Q criterion are provided, indicating the
streamwise location of rollers.
layer shedding.
The spectral content of dominant velocity fluctuations in the
separated shear layer is analysed in figure 5, where frequency
spectra of wall-normal velocity fluctuations, sampled at the
streamwise location of maximum bubble height and the wall-
normal location corresponding to the displacement thickness,
are presented. Power Spectral Density (PSD) is estimated via
the Welch method [32] by dividing the temporal signal into
5 windows with 50% overlap, leading to a spectrum with fre-
quency resolution of F+ = 0.021. The results pertaining to the
baseline case show that the most energetic velocity fluctuations
occur within a relatively broad band of frequencies centred at
approximately F+ = 13.0. When periodic excitation is applied,
the spectra feature a strong peak at the excitation frequency.
However, at excitation frequencies substantially lower than the
frequency of the dominant fluctuations in the unexcited flow,
namely, f +e = 2.2 and 4.3, strong amplification of harmonics
takes place up to the harmonic frequency closest to F+ = 13.0.
At the same time, the spectra retain significant energy content
distributed around the band of frequencies amplified in the un-
excited flow. As the excitation frequency increases towards the
frequency of the dominant fluctuations in the unexcited flow, the
broad-band energy content associated with the naturally unstable
frequencies around F+ = 13.0 progressively diminishes. For
f +e = 6.5, dominant velocity fluctuations are associated with
the excitation frequency and its first harmonic, with a similar
result observed at f +e = 8.7. At f
+
e = 10.9, the fluctuations are
concentrated at the excitation frequency, while at f +e = 13.0
spectral content is prominent in the unstable frequency range.
Similar results can be deduced from wavenumber-frequency
spectra (figure 6). To obtain the latter, a wall-normal velocity sig-
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Figure 5: Power spectral density [db/F+] of wall-normal velocity fluctuations
sampled at the streamwise location of the maximum bubble height and at a
wall-normal distance of the corresponding displacement thickness.
nal is extracted at multiple locations along the streamwise direc-
tion, at a wall-normal distance corresponding to the displacement
thickness of the mean bubble height. A two-dimensional power
spectral density estimate is subsequently determined based on
the Welch method [32], for which the extracted signal is divided
into six and two windows with 75% overlap for the temporal
and spatial dimensions, respectively. As evident in figure 6, the
strong spectral content is aligned along a well-defined convec-
tive ridge, marked by dashed lines in the figure, signifying the
convective nature of pertinent perturbations in the flow. The
slope of the convective ridge can be used to estimate the con-
vective velocity of the dominant structures, shown in figure 7.
When scaled with the freestream velocity, the convective speed
is uc/U∞ = 0.47 for the unforced case and lies in the interval
0.45 < uc/U∞ < 0.48 when excitation is applied. These results
are in excellent agreement with similar studies [e.g. 5, 26, 4, 16]
and pertain to the convective nature of instabilities in laminar
separation bubbles with mild to low maximum reverse flows
(< 0.05U∞) [e.g. 31, 33, 23].
Evidently, the convective velocity of dominant disturbances
in the separated shear layer does not change significantly with
excitation frequency, which allows for a comparative analysis
of spectral results in figure 5 and vorticity sequences in figure 4.
As pointed out earlier, the characteristic streamwise wavelength
of shear layer vortices does not change significantly between the
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Figure 6: Wavenumber-frequency spectra computed along a constant wall-
normal distance corresponding to the displacement thickness at the maximum
bubble height.
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Figure 7: Convective speed estimated through the wavenumber-frequency spec-
tra. The dashed line indicates the baseline case.
baseline and excited flow cases. Thus, excitation at relatively
low excitation frequencies, namely, 2.2 ≤ f +e ≤ 6.5, does not
lock the shedding frequency to the excitation frequency. Instead,
as further discussed in section 3.5, a large scale modulation of
the shedding process, synchronised to the impulses, is observed.
Hence, strong peaks are produced in the velocity spectra at the
excitation frequency and its harmonics up to the mean shedding
frequency. The shear layer shedding frequency begins to lock
onto the excitation frequency only when the latter approaches
the frequency of the most amplified perturbations, which occurs
at f +e = 8.7 in the present study and becomes most prominent
for f +e = 10.9 and 13.0.
3.3. Linear stability analysis
Linear stability analysis is performed on the measured mean
velocity by solving the Orr-Sommerfeld equation in a convec-
tive formulation, following the methodology described in Mack
[34] and van Ingen and Kotsonis [35]. For the cases considered,
mean velocity profiles are extracted at the location laying at the
midpoint between mean separation and mean maximum bubble
height (see figure 2). This location has been selected over the
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Figure 8: Linear stability analysis results pertaining to at the midpoint between
separation and maximum bubble height streamwise locations (see figure 2).
(a) Maximum growth rate and (b) most unstable frequency. The dashed line
corresponds to the baseline case.
maximum displacement point as, at the latter, non-linear effects
and spanwise deformations become more prevalent (see figure
9), rendering linear stability analysis results less reliable. In addi-
tion, the shedding wavenumber parameter, kl = 2π/λx [36, 16],
is estimated, where l is the shear layer thickness at separation.
The results yield kl ≈ 0.77, close to the value characterising free
mixing layers where kl ≈ 0.8 [36]. Consequently, the typical
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability features are observed.
The minimum local growth rate (−αi) and the corresponding
most unstable frequency are depicted in figure 8 for all forcing
frequencies. It can be seen that the most unstable frequency of
the baseline flow is approximately F+ = 11.4. Both the band of
unstable frequencies and the frequency of the most amplified dis-
turbances are within reasonable agreement with the frequencies
of measured shear layer velocity fluctuations (figure 5). When
the flow is excited by controlled perturbations, the reduced size
of the bubble causes a decrease in the growth rate (figure 8a),
consistent with the effect of mean flow deformations reported
by Marxen et al. [37] and Yarusevych and Kotsonis [23]. How-
ever, the frequency of the most amplified disturbances does not
change as significantly (figure 8b). It decreases from F+ = 11.4
for the baseline case to about F+ = 11.1 when excitation is
applied at f +e = 10.9. The results confirm that the observed
response of the bubble (figure 5) is governed by the attendant
stability characteristics, with excitation being capable to lock
the shedding of vortices, originating from growing perturbations
in the separated shear layer, only when it is applied sufficiently
close to the frequency of the most unstable perturbations. In-
stead, at forcing frequencies significantly lower than the natural
shedding frequency, the shedding process remains largely unin-
terrupted between forcing pulses. For a given forcing amplitude,
artificial perturbations attain the highest amplitude when they
are introduced at the most unstable frequency, which is why
the most notable reduction in the mean extent of the separation
bubble is attained at f +e = 10.9 (figure 2).
3.4. Spatio-temporal characteristics on the x− z plane
Further analysis of the changes in separation bubble dynamics
due to harmonic excitation is performed by considering the
spanwise development of separated shear layer rollers. Figure
9 presents time instants of streamwise velocity contours for
the baseline and selected excitation cases, as measured by the
spanwise PIV. Corresponding video sequences are also available
as supplementary material. For these results, the location of
the spanwise measurement plane is selected such that it passes
through the top of the shear layer rollers. However, it should
be stressed that the distance of the measurement plane from the
airfoil surface is changing with x (figure 1).
The presence of dominant shear layer vortices is identified
by high magnitudes of streamwise velocity. For the baseline
case (figure 9a), the initial shear layer roll-up is strongly uni-
form along the span. As the vortices convect downstream, they
develop notable spanwise deformations and break down in the
vicinity of the mean reattachment location. Similar flow de-
velopment is observed for the excited flow cases, although the
development of the rollers occurs within a shorter streamwise
extent as the mean bubble size is reduced. At lower excitation
frequencies (figures 9b, c), modulations of the shedding by the
excitation appears to produce more significant spanwise defor-
mations, compared to higher excitation frequencies. In contrast,
when the shedding locks to the excitation frequency (figure 9d),
the rollers tend to retain spanwise coherence further downstream.
Kurelek et al. [13] suggest that spanwise vortex deformations
lead to localised vortex breakup, and are hence of interest to the
flow development during the later stages of transition in the aft
portion of the separation bubble.
3.5. Proper orthogonal decomposition
A quantitative analysis of the excitation effect on the charac-
teristics of dominant coherent structures is performed based on
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition [38] of the fluctuating veloc-
ity in the x−z measurement plane. Figures 10a and 10b show the
modal energy distribution and cumulative energy, respectively,
obtained on the x− z fields. The results suggest strong pairing
of the two most energetic modes, as evident by their very similar
energy levels. This was confirmed by cross-correlation of their
respective temporal coefficients (not shown here for brevity).
These harmonically coupled pairs are typical for periodic co-
herent structures in convective flows [39]. In the same fashion,
pairing between the third and fourth most energetic modes is
also observed, albeit at much lower energy levels, especially for
the high frequency forcing. In general, it is evident that forcing
frequencies below f +e = 6.5 tend to reduce the energy of the first
pair and increase the energy of the second pair compared to the
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Figure 11: Streamwise component of the POD spatial eigenfunctions Φ1 and Φ3 on the x− z plane, along with the frequency spectra of the corresponding temporal
coefficients in dB/F+. The dashed lines indicate the location of mean reattachment.
unforced baseline. In contrast, forcing frequencies close to the
natural shedding frequency of the bubble strongly enhance the
energy content of the first pair and diminish all other modes.
The structure of the corresponding spatial modes and fre-
quency spectra of their temporal coefficients are presented in
figures 11 and 12. Considering the baseline case, the first two
most energetic modes capture the coherent shedding of the shear
layer vortices, as can be seen from the similarity of the stream-
wise wavelength between Φ(1) (figure 11a) and instantaneous
snapshots (figures 4 and 9). The spanwise amplitude modula-
tion of the rollers observed here is attributed to non-uniform
spanwise distribution of natural disturbances typical for experi-
mental conditions, thus affecting the spanwise breakdown of the
rollers as observed in other studies [40, 25, 13]. The spectrum
of the corresponding temporal coefficient shows a broad peak
within the same band of frequencies as that encompassed by the
dominant broad peak in wall-normal velocity spectra measured
in the x− y plane (figure 5). The second mode pair (modes 3
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Figure 12: Streamwise component of the POD spatial eigenfunctions Φ1 and Φ3 on the x− z plane, along with the frequency spectra of the corresponding temporal
coefficients in dB/F+. The dashed lines indicate the location of mean reattachment.
and 4) features a spatially periodic topology with nearly double
the streamwise wavelength in the aft portion of the bubble and
half the dominant frequency, attributed to the subharmonic of
the fundamental frequency. This may be attributed to vortex
merging taking place downstream of the shear layer roll-up.
When excitation is applied at f +e = 2.2 (figure 11b), the dom-
inant mode pair captures a spatially periodic topology in the aft
portion of the bubble and largely downstream of mean reattach-
ment. While the pairing of the two first POD modes suggests that
this is produced by convective, coherent structures, inspection of
the x− y velocity planes (figure 4) reveals no clearly discernible
vortical structures of comparable wavelength. Instead, the most
energetic POD mode pair corresponds to a large scale modu-
lation of the shedding process, synchronised to the impulsive
forcing. This is confirmed by the spectra of the temporal coef-
ficient of mode 1, which are dominated by narrow peaks at the
forcing frequency and its harmonics, a feature which is typical of
impulsively modulated signal response [41]. In contrast, the sec-
ond mode pair reflects the actual shedding, occurring at the most
unstable frequency of the bubble. These observations confirm
that low frequency excitation modulates the natural shedding
rather than shifting its frequency. Thus, stronger vortices are
produced at each pulse which contribute more substantially to
the overall fluctuating energy content than the non-actuated per-
turbations. Globally, the excitation leads to reallocation of the
relative energy content between the two most energetic more
pairs compared to the baseline case (figure 10).
As the excitation frequency is increased to f +e = 4.3 (figure
11c), both mode pairs feature dual broad peaks in the spectra
of their temporal coefficients. The lower frequency peak is as-
sociated with the excitation frequency. The higher frequency
peak is approximately bound by the two higher harmonics of the
excitation frequency, falling within the most unstable frequency
band. Such a harmonic excitation occurs in this case due to the
close proximity of both first and second harmonics of the excita-
tion frequency to the band of natural most unstable frequencies
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Figure 9: Instantaneous fields of streamwise velocity component on the x− z
plane at selected excitation frequencies. The dashed lines indicate the location
of mean reattachment.
(figure 8). The spatial modes also indicate lengthening of the
characteristic streamwise wavelength of the structures along the
streamwise direction.
For excitation at f +e = 6.5, the spectra of the temporal co-
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Figure 10: (a) First nine normalised POD eigenvalues, Λ(n) = λ (n)/∑λ (n) and
(b) their cumulative summation.
efficient of the first two mode pairs (figure 11d) feature one
broad peak centred at a distinct frequency for each mode pair.
The dominant amplitude fluctuations of the first two modes are
associated with the first harmonic of the excitation frequency,
which is close to the most unstable frequency. In conjunction
with the corresponding spatial mode, it can be deduced that
the first two mode pairs capture the shedding of the dominant
spanwise rollers. In contrast to the trend seen for the lower
excitation frequencies, the relative energy content of the domi-
nant mode pair increases compared to that for the baseline case
(figure 10), suggesting an increased coherence of the shear layer
shedding, with the mean shedding frequency matching the first
harmonic of the excitation frequency in this case. The amplitude
fluctuations of the second mode pair are related to the forcing
frequency, which corresponds to approximately half of the most
unstable frequency in this case. Strong beating frequencies are
also detected in the spectra for both mode pairs, indicative of
substantial harmonic interactions [42]. This is reflected in the
spatial mode structure pertinent to the second mode pair.
The shedding process begins to lock onto the excitation fre-
quency when f +e = 8.7 (figure 12a). This can be seen from
both the topology of spatial mode Φ(1) and the spectrum of the
corresponding temporal coefficient. The second mode pair corre-
sponds to the first harmonic of the excitation frequency, which is
within the unstable frequency band predicted by linear stability
theory (figure 8a). The locking of the shedding frequency to the
excitation frequency is reflected in the significant increase in the
relevant energy content of the first two modes, which increases
to about 70%, compared to 30% for the baseline case (figure
10). The optimal locking of the shear layer shedding frequency
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Figure 13: (a) Spanwise distribution of the spanwise velocity fluctuation (w′ =
w− w̄). (b) Wavelet coefficients estimated from the wavelet analysis of the
signal in (a). The dashed line demonstrates the spanwise wavelength selection
based on the highest value of the wavelet coefficients (×).
is achieved at f +e = 10.9 (figure 12b), where both most ener-
getic mode pairs lock onto the excitation frequency. Hereby,
the first mode pair reflects the shear layer shedding, capturing
over 70% of the fluctuating energy content (figure 10a). Further
increase of the excitation frequency to f +e = 13.0, shifts the
excitation frequency away from the most unstable frequency of
the bubble (figure 10a). As a result, while shear layer frequency
locking is still achieved (figure 12c), the combined relative en-
ergy content of the first two modes decreases compared to that
for f +e = 8.7 and 10.9 cases. The structure of the second mode
pair here relates to subharmonic forcing, and the topology of
the corresponding spatial modes (e.g. Φ(3)) is similar to that for
f +e = 6.5.
3.6. Streamwise and spanwise wavelengths
In order to further gauge the changes imparted on the topolog-
ical features of vortex shedding by the forcing, the characteristic
streamwise wavelength of the main rollers (λx) as well as the
characteristic wavelength of spanwise deformations (λz) of the
vortices in the aft portion of the bubble are determined for each
forcing case. This is achieved through one-dimensional spatial
wavelet analysis [43], performed on top-view velocity measure-
ments. More specifically, the fluctuating components u′ and
w′ are considered for estimating λx and λz, respectively. The
spatial distribution of each aforementioned component is first
extracted along the respective dimension (e.g. figure 13a). The
highest wavelet coefficient resulting from the convolution of
each distribution with the Morlet baseline wavelet function [43]
is subsequently used to establish the characteristic wavelength at
each time instant (e.g. figure 13b). For improving statistics, this
process is repeated across 21 distributed spanwise and stream-
wise locations for λx and λz, respectively. Note that the obtained
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Figure 15: Median streamwise and spanwise characteristic wavelengths for each
excitation frequency. The dashed line corresponds to the baseline case while the
errorbars are based on ± one standard deviation.
estimates are based on all measurement realisations, spanning at
least 650 shedding cycles.
Figure 14 presents histograms of the estimated characteristic
wavelengths for selected forcing frequencies, normalised with
the displacement thickness at separation of the unforced bubble,
δ ∗s = 0.63mm. In addition, the changes in the median values
with excitation frequency are shown in figures 15a and 15b for
the streamwise and spanwise wavelength, respectively. The re-
sults for the baseline case show that the streamwise wavelength
varies by 2σλx/δ ∗s = 7.97, with a median of λ̃x/δ
∗
s = 14.73,
closely corresponding with the streamwise period in the first
POD mode pair (figure 11a). For a constant convective speed,
the range of these values agrees well with a range of frequencies
and wavenumbers associated with substantial velocity fluctua-
tions in the separated shear layers identified earlier via spectral
analysis (figures 5 and 6). In comparison, a significantly wider
variation is seen in the spanwise wavelength of vortex defor-
mations, for which λ̃z/δ ∗s = 30.24 and 2σλz/δ ∗s = 13.53. Thus,
on the average, the ratio of the wavelength median values is
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Figure 14: Percentile probability distribution of the estimated streamwise and spanwise wavelengths. Solid and dashed vertical lines correspond to the median and
standard deviation limits, respectively.
λ̃z/λ̃x ≈ 2.1, with a similar range of wavelengths ratios reported
in previous studies, e.g. 2.4 [8], 2.5 [13] and 2 [19].
When excitation is applied at relatively low frequencies
( f +e = 2.2 and 4.3), the histogram for λx broadens, particularly
for the case of f +e = 2.2, for which 2σλx/δ ∗s = 16.22 (figure
15). At the same time, the median increases to λ̃x/δ ∗s = 16.74.
The broadening of the histograms agrees with the decrease in
the energy content of the first two POD modes for these cases
relative to the baseline (figure 10), which is attributed to the
modulation of the shedding process by the excitation. The in-
crease in the mean streamwise wavelength is due to the changes
in the stability characteristics of the separated shear layer (i.e.
growth rate and unstable frequency), a direct consequence of
mean flow deformations caused by forcing (figure 8). At these
forcing frequencies, the larger cycle-to-cycle variations in the
shear layer shedding characteristics lead to larger variability
in the wavelength of spanwise deformations, reflected in the
broadening of the corresponding histograms in figure 14.
For the particular case of f +e = 6.5, the weak lock of shedding
to the first harmonic of the excitation frequency evident in figure
11d, leads to an increase in coherence of the shed structures. This
is also reflected in the increase of the relative energy content of
the most energetic POD mode pair (figure 10). Consequently,
the variability in both streamwise and spanwise wavelength of
the rollers decreases relative to the baseline case by approxi-
mately 70% and 55%, respectively (figure 15). The median
streamwise and spanwise wavelengths are λ̃x/δ ∗s = 16.15 and
λ̃z/δ
∗
s = 26.47 (λ̃z/λ̃x = 1.6), closely corresponding to the ob-
servations for the harmonic forcing at f +e = 13.0.
By increasing the excitation frequency towards the unstable
band, shedding locks to the excitation frequency for f +e = 8.7,
10.9, and 13.0. As a result, the variability in the streamwise
wavelength, once again, decreases compared to the baseline
case (figure 15), correlating with the relative increase in the
combined energy content of the first two POD modes (figure
10). The mean wavelength decreases from λ̃x/δ ∗s = 21.10 for
f +e = 8.7 to λ̃x/δ
∗
s = 16.04 for f
+
e = 13.0 (figure 15), pertinent
to the increasing shedding frequency. The observed increase in
the organisation of the shear layer shedding is also accompanied
by a proportional decrease in the variability of the characteristic
wavelength of spanwise roller deformation. This wavelength
falls within 24.89 < λ̃z/δ ∗s < 26.66 for these cases ( f
+
e = 8.7,
10.9, 13.0), while the ratio 1.26 < λ̃z/λ̃x < 1.55 varies, following
the changes in the mean streamwise wavelength.
Previous investigations have put forth a few hypotheses for
the origin of spanwise deformations of the shedding vortex fila-
ments, including possible interaction between the main rollers
and weaker streamwise oriented structures originating from the
boundary layer upstream of separation [18] and interaction of
normal and oblique modes of boundary layer instabilities [19].
The current results provide an experimental quantification of
such deformations and explore a possible relation between their
characteristic wavelengths and salient features of vortex shed-
ding. To this effect, the data in figures 14 and 15 provide insight
into the following aspects of this phenomenon. While the simi-
larity in the median wavelength of spanwise deformations may
be linked to preferential growth of perturbations prompted by,
for example, microscopic surface imperfections of the model, the
results clearly indicate that spanwise deformations occur over a
considerable range of wavelengths. Moreover, higher cycle-to-
cycle variations in the characteristics of the main vortices, such
as for the case of natural transition, lead to a wider spectrum of
spanwise wavenumbers. This fact, along with the similarity be-
tween the ratio of the streamwise to spanwise wavelengths with
approximate estimates from previous studies, suggests a funda-
mental link between spanwise vortex deformations in laminar
separation bubbles and flow stability characteristics governing
the development and interaction of perturbations in the boundary
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layer and the separated shear layer.
4. Conclusions
This study focuses on the variation in streamwise and span-
wise wavelengths pertinent to a laminar separation bubble under
natural and periodic excitation conditions. The bubble develops
on a NACA0018 airfoil at an angle of attack of 4◦ and Reynolds
number based on chord length of Rec = 126,000. Periodic forc-
ing is achieved by means of an AC-DBD plasma actuator located
at 30% of the chord length, upstream of the separation location.
Time-resolved particle image velocimetry is employed to in-
dependently obtain velocity fields along the streamwise and
spanwise planes.
When the bubble is periodically excited, its overall dimen-
sions in the time-averaged sense are reduced. The bubble size
variation with excitation frequency closely follows previously
reported results [23]. The smallest size is achieved when the
forcing frequency is the closest to the most unstable frequency
( f +e ≈ 10.9). The bubble size is directly affecting the stability
characteristics determined through linear stability analysis. The
latter demonstrate a reduction in the growth rate as the bub-
ble diminishes, in line with the mean flow deformation effects
discussed by [3].
When forcing is applied at significantly lower frequencies
compared to the most unstable frequency in the separated shear
layer, the shear layer shedding is not locked to the excitation
frequency but, instead, is modulated. For these frequencies
(2.2 ≤ f +e ≤ 6.5) strong amplification of harmonics is evident
up to the harmonic nearest to the unexcited bubble fluctuations.
By increasing the excitation frequency to values within the un-
stable frequency band ( f +e ≥ 8.7), vortex shedding locks to the
excitation frequency. At the same time, the cycle-to-cycle varia-
tions in shedding parameters are significantly reduced while the
relative modal energy content of the associated velocity fluctua-
tions increases.
The velocity vector fields of the unexcited bubble along the
spanwise plane reveal the formation of uniform spanwise rollers
that deform significantly and break down as they convect down-
stream. Periodic excitation results in earlier shear layer roll-up,
leading to the aforementioned reduction in the mean bubble size.
For the case of low excitation frequencies, spanwise deforma-
tions become more significant. At these frequencies, modulation
is reflected in the redistribution of POD modal energy to multiple
harmonic modes as compared to the baseline case, with multiple
harmonics detected in the frequency spectrum of the correspond-
ing temporal coefficients. On the other hand, when shedding
is locked to the excitation frequency, spanwise deformations
diminish and the structures break up further downstream. In this
case, shedding is captured by the first most energetic POD mode
pair and becomes more prevalent in the overall energy content
The characteristic streamwise and spanwise wavelengths are
quantified by means of spatial wavelet analysis. Similar to
approximate estimates reported in several previous studies [8,
13, 19], the streamwise to spanwise wavelength ratio is 2.1 for
the unexcited case. The modulation observed at low excitation
frequencies ( f +e = 2.2 and 4.3) results in increased variation
of streamwise wavelengths and a simultaneous increase of the
median value with respect to the unexcited case. At the same
time, when forcing at the first subharmonic frequency ( f +e = 6.5)
as well as for the cases when locking is achieved ( f +e ≥ 8.7),
the shed structures attain increased spanwise coherence. This
indicates that spanwise deformations are associated with the
prevalent stability characteristics of both the incoming boundary
layer as well as of the separated shear layer.
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1. At excitation frequencies below the unstable frequency band, the shear layer does not lock 
to the excitation but is, instead, modulated. 
 
2. Excitation within the unstable frequency band locks the shear layer shedding. 
 
3. For modulated shedding, spanwise deformations become more significant than in the natural 
case. 
 
4. For locked shedding, coherence of the rollers along the span increases. 
*Highlights
